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Abstract
We herein report a novel kinetic modelling methodology whereby identification of the correct
reaction model and kinetic parameters is conducted by an autonomous framework combined with
transient flow measurements to enable comprehensive process understanding with minimal user
input. An automated flow chemistry platform was employed to initially conduct linear flow-ramp
experiments to rapidly map the reaction profile of three processes using transient flow data. Following

experimental data acquisition, a computational approach was utilised to discriminate between all
possible reaction models as well as identify the correct kinetic parameters for each process. Species
that are known to participate in the process (starting materials, intermediates, products) are initially
inputted by the user prior to flow ramp experiments, then all possible model candidates are compiled
into a model library based on their potential to occur after mass balance assessment. Parallel
computational optimisation then evaluates each model by algorithmically altering the kinetic
parameters of the model to allow convergence of a simulated kinetic curve to the experimental data
provided. Statistical analysis then determines the most likely reaction model based on model
simplicity and agreement with experimental data. This automated approach to gaining full process
understanding, whereby a small number of data-rich experiments are conducted, and the kinetics are
evaluated autonomously, shows significant improvements on current industrial optimisation
techniques in terms of labour, time and overall cost. The computational approach herein described
can be employed using data from any set of experiments and the code is open-source.[1]
1. Introduction
A major bottleneck in the transition from lab scale chemistry research to process development
is the lack of quantitative chemical synthesis information, including critical aspects such as knowing
the correct reaction model and precise kinetic parameters. If this kinetic information is available,
classical reaction engineering principles can be utilised to shorten process development time and
lower overall scale-up costs.[2, 3]
Often, when researchers investigate the kinetics of a process, time-series data is obtained
under batch conditions due to the ability to collect multiple time points from a single experiment, then
chemical intuition is used to postulate a reaction model. Subsequently, more advanced analysis of
batch kinetic data is then possible in order to discriminate between possible kinetic models.[4, 5]
However, kinetic profiling in flow systems can give much more precise and reproducible reagent
addition control, increased temperature and reaction time accuracy, and the ability to explore areas

of design space that would be too difficult to consider in a batch setting, i.e. super-ambient conditions
above atmospheric boiling points, processes with unstable intermediates or very fast reactions.[6, 7]
There are some examples in the literature coupling automated flow chemistry with
algorithmic methods, namely Model-Based Design of Experiments (MBDoE), for kinetic model
discrimination from a defined set of candidate models.[8-12] Some notable recent examples include the
confirmation of the kinetic models of a Pd catalysed C-H activation model by Echtermeyer et al.[8] and
a benzoic acid esterification by Waldron et al.[7] Typically, targeted experiments are sequentially
conducted until the confidence in one of the pre-defined reaction models is high enough to infer it is
correct - then further experiments are conducted to accurately identify kinetic parameters based on
the previously defined model. This can be a powerful tool for kinetic model determination, however,
noisy systems may lead to difficulty in asserting confidence in a model due to standalone
measurements in otherwise empty chemical space.[13] Furthermore, high-level chemical intuition is
necessary in compiling the initial model candidate set for a MBDoE approach to select from, and some
models can be overlooked based on their presumed inability to occur.
This work employs the use of pre-defined temperature-sequential automated flow ramps to
quickly traverse areas of design space to generate large amounts of time-series data using minimal
chemical material. This method is very efficient, using significantly less material than performing
steady-state measurements, as time-series data or as part of a MBDoE study, as well as generating
appreciably more data-rich kinetic information more quickly. This data is then automatically assessed
by a computational method to determine the most likely reaction model and kinetic parameters,
which evaluates every possible model based on all mass-balance-allowed chemical transformations.[3]
This removes the necessity for high-level chemical intuition when formulating a reaction model, as the
fully-comprehensive model identification and verification technique determines statistically the most
accurate kinetic model, based on how the data describes the chemistry that is occurring. As part of

this machine learning based approach, the kinetic parameters are also identified alongside the model,
to quantify not only how the reaction occurs but how fast each of the individual component steps are.
This rapid time-series data generation with an integrated computational approach to kinetic
model and parameter determination represents a powerful, automated technique for increasing the
level of understanding of the mechanistic aspects of chemical processes. More rigorous coverage of
the chemical space whilst using less material, alongside autonomously determining kinetic
information without chemical bias or human interaction, can lead to overall savings in material, time
and overall cost.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Computational Approach
We adopted a computational approach to reaction model and kinetic parameter
determination consisting of two separate, sequential stages: model generation and kinetic fitting. To
begin generating the models, all of the known and identifiable species within a process (starting
materials, intermediates and products) must be initially inputted into the system as a ‘mass matrix’,
describing the number of each atom in every species. A Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
optimisation algorithm then finds every possible reaction between these chemicals based solely on
mass balance.[3] If the mass of all reactants in a chemical reaction equals the mass of the products, the
reaction is considered as feasible regardless of whether chemical intuition believes it to be possible or
not. As the computer program does not have in-built synthetic knowledge, it remains impartial and
unbiased when preparing feasible reaction models, meaning model determination is achieved through
purely statistical methods. This leads to consideration of every possible reaction model, including
models that may have otherwise been dismissed by a trained chemist due to their prior impressions
of the validity of particular reaction pathways.
2.1.1 Model Generation

A library of plausible reaction models is then generated, where the total number of possible
models (η) is equal to the sum of the binomial coefficients (or all combinations) for every number of
reactions in the model up to the total number of possible reactions (δ). For example, if the MILP
optimisation identifies 5 possible reactions (δ = 5), then each of the 5 reactions themselves can be a
standalone model, plus every combination of 2 reactions make a model, plus each combination of 3
reactions etc. The summation of all combinations then gives η equal to 31, where each of the
participating species in these models are defined as first-order. This example is shown in a model
representation in Figure 1, where this could be any fitting reaction where: SM = starting material, Int1
= intermediate 1, Int2 = intermediate 2, P = product and Imp = impurity. A specific chemical example
showing material balances is shown in the ESI (Section 1.2.3).

Figure 1: A visual representation of all possible reaction models when given 5 potential sample reactions, each shown as a
different coloured block. When δ = 1, each reaction is in itself a model, and when δ > 1, each reaction behaves as a model
fragment. These fragments when combined in different ways provide full and unique reaction models, each of which are to
be considered for kinetic fitting.

2.1.2 Kinetic Fitting and Statistical Analysis
Kinetic fitting is then performed on every model within the library using a gradient-based local
minimisation algorithm.[14] Using this in conjunction with ordinary differential equation (ODE) solvers
allows an assessment of how the concentration of a species changes over time when given particular
rate constants, or k values. Therefore, it becomes possible to compare a particular model’s simulated
ODEs to experimental work to identify the correct k values for that dataset. The algorithm optimises
for the k values within the reaction model that it is provided, by minimising the sum of squared error
(SSE) difference between the experimental data points and the ODE solver - as shown in Figure 2.
Therefore, the objective function that is minimised for each model evaluation is simply this SSE value.
Ideally, data from multiple experiments with different starting concentrations can be supplied to
minimise correlations in these fitted rate constants. This use of optimisation algorithms and ODE
solvers allows for the rapid convergence of the simulated ODEs with the provided data points, giving
an indirect route to identifying the k values for the reaction. Thus, this methodology removes the
necessity for data point linearization via mathematical transformations that are seen in more
conventional kinetic analysis techniques to determine rate constants.

Figure 2: A sample representation showing an optimisation algorithm’s fit of an ODE (—) to experimental data (x) for a
simple reaction model. This model’s rate is described by differential equations and therefore altering the inputted rate
constant affects the overall convergence of the curve(s), thereby minimising the outputted SSE value.

During this fitting stage, there may be many reaction models that are unsuitable and provide
a poor fit to the experimental data. In order to select the most likely model from the library, Corrected
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICc) is used as a statistical measure to identify the models that balance
model simplicity and convergence to the data.[15] AICc, mathematically shown in eqn. 1, favours a small
SSE value whilst penalising extra reaction model terms, where: 𝑁𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 = number of data points
sampled, SSE = sum of squared error, δ = number of model terms. This ensures that there are no
unnecessary terms in the model that provide little value to the fit of the ODEs to the data, which would
cause an overfitting of potential models to the data. It is also possible to add unknown species to the
system, which can determine if any changes in mass balance due to analysis is significant enough to
suggest that there may be other degradation pathways or side-reactions. If the AICc value provides
similar evaluations for multiple models, it would then be possible to perform further reactions to
distinguish between them. An overview of the computational approach is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: A flow chart representing the key steps of the computational approach to reaction model and kinetic parameter
determination.

2.2 Data Acquisition
2.2.1 Flow Chemistry Kinetics
Kinetic data acquisition methods for most chemists can typically be categorized as either
steady-state sampling in flow, or more classically, sampling several time points from one batch
experiment. Although kinetic data is easily obtained under batch conditions as you can sample
multiple times from the same reaction, the use of specialist and expensive continuous measurement
systems is often required for accurate, valid kinetic profiling - however, this is very dependent on the
chemistry and timescale of the reaction, and is particularly true of fast/sensitive reactions. This is
because discrete analytical sampling alone in a batch system with short reaction times or small
volumes may not provide data of sufficient quantity for the kinetic analysis of reaction progress, and
is typically used effectively only as a check that an in situ technique remains accurate throughout the
reaction.[5]

Acquiring kinetic data in a micro-fluidic system is advantageous in several ways. Continuous
flow experiments have many benefits, such as enhanced mass transfer due to the small operating
scale, precise temperature and reagent addition control, real-time reaction sampling, improved safety
and the ability to automate reactions.[6] However, using traditional steady-state sampling methods
may be unappealing when obtaining large amounts of data because of the material usage cost
(approximately 1.5 - 3 reactor volumes are required per measurement) and the related, long wait
times that are necessary to get the reactor to steady-state.[16] This may be problematic when material
is expensive, as the material is purged to waste for each discrete steady-state sampling point, as well
as when flow reactors with larger volumes are utilised, meaning that these relative material usage
costs are translated to a higher magnitude of material consumption.
Therefore, to collect concentration-time data for chemical processes with a high data density
laying on the curvature of the kinetic plot, we opted to use linear flow ramp gradients with on-line
HPLC analysis. Steady-state is initially achieved within the system, then sampling begins during the
transition to the next steady-state condition, utilizing the transitory information that would otherwise
be lost as waste prior to the next measurement. Pump flow rates are incrementally lowered, meaning
that as time passes, portions of the reaction mixture spend a progressively longer time in the reactor.
This flow rate manipulation enables treatment of each sequential fluid element as a “pseudo batch”
reaction that passes through the reactor in a time that is unique for that reaction medium.[17] This is
shown in Figure 4. This method allows the capture of accurate, reproducible data by capturing
information from transient flow, as well as saving time and material by not performing steady-state
flow measurements - comparisons of reaction material usage between these techniques is calculated
in the ESI (Section 1.4.5).

Figure 4: A representation of how linear gradient flow ramps can be utilised to sample with a high data density on the
initial curvature of the kinetic plot. Where: ♦ = data point, Tn = experiment temperature, Q = total flow rate, Time = time
the reaction has been running, τ = residence time that the reaction mixture experiences.

For each chemical process, at least two flow ramp experiments at different temperatures
were conducted, with HPLC sampling every 2 - 3 minutes. When conducting steady-state experiments,
the residence time can typically be calculated as a function of simply the flow rate and reactor volume.
However, in a flow-rate-manipulated experiment, the flow rate is of course not constant and is related
to the deceleration of individual pump flow rates over time. Therefore, the residence time was
calculated for every sampling point in each experiment using eqn. 2, using: τ (residence time), α
(deceleration of pump flow rate), µ0 (initial flow rate), t (experiment time) and L (reactor volume),
following derivations highlighted by Hone[16]:

𝜏=

𝛼 ∙ 𝑡 − 𝜇0 + √(𝜇0 − 𝛼 ∙ 𝑡)2 + 2 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝛼
𝛼

(2)

Several authors have generated kinetic data similarly by using transient flow measurements.
Mozharov et al. first employed a step change in the flow rate to investigate a Knoevenagel

condensation reaction.[18] Jensen and Bourne then independently reported an improved, more precise
methodology by ramping the flow rate to sample the transient flow.[16, 17] Temperature ramping
experiments have also been reported, as well as more recently, efficient temperature and flow
ramping experiments simultaneously.[19]
Using this flow ramp methodology, it is not only possible to automate the generation of kinetic
data, but also to obtain large amounts of data for very fast reactions which would be infeasible by
batch methods. The use of flow ramps for the reactions herein described allowed discrete sampling
of over 40 time points with less than one minute residence time in some instances, allowing kinetic
insights into processes that would be too difficult to monitor by other means. Therefore, depending
on the speed of the reaction, a priori estimations of reaction completion for particular residence times
may need to be conducted. It is also important to highlight that this computational approach to
determining kinetic information is not limited to fast reactions, and is equally applicable to time-series
data for all speeds of reaction, obtained by any means (batch sampling, in-line analysis etc).
2.2.2 Reactor Modelling
For the kinetic simulations in this study, a plug flow model was adopted. If we consider the
general axial dispersion plug flow reactor model[20] in eqn. 3:

𝐷𝑅

𝑑2 𝐶𝑖
𝑑𝐶𝑖
−𝑢
+ 𝑟𝑖 = 0
2
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑧

(3)

With 𝐷𝑅 being the axial dispersion coefficient, 𝐶𝑖 the molar concentration of species 𝑖, 𝑧 the length
along the reactor, 𝑢 the superficial velocity and 𝑟𝑖 the rate of reaction of species 𝑖. Previous studies by
Hone[16] and Jensen[10, 19, 21] investigated dispersion in the microreactor systems similar to the one used
in this study, with both finding dispersion only introduces a small deviation from plug flow. Given this,
eqn. 3 can be simplified to ignore the second order term, to give eqn. 4 - 6. This PFR design equation
can be utilised to model each species in the reaction with respect to residence time.

𝑑𝐶𝑖
= 𝑟𝑖
𝑑𝑧
𝑧
𝜏=
𝑢
𝑑𝐶𝑖
= 𝑟𝑖
𝑑𝜏

𝑢

(4)
(5)
(6)

3. Results and Discussion
The first reaction we explored was a kinetic study to validate the presupposed model of the
reaction of phenol with acetyl chloride to form phenyl acetate (Scheme 1), as well as identifying the
kinetic parameters for the process. The kinetic data was acquired for this reaction by using linear flow
ramps at two temperatures, 65 °C and 75 °C (Figure 5), with the computational approach applied
automatically upon completion of the experiments. Specific flow rate manipulations and experimental
details can be found in the ESI (Section 1.2).

Scheme 1: The reaction of phenol with acetyl chloride to form phenyl acetate and hydrochloric acid.

Figure 5: Kinetic profiles for two flow ramp experiments at 65 °C and 75 °C, where: ● = phenol, ■ = phenyl acetate, — =
phenol (ODE), — = phenyl acetate (ODE). See ESI (Section 1.2) for full experimental conditions and raw data.

Based on the four species identified, there were only two reactions that were possible given
the mass balance. Therefore, with δ = 1 and 2, there are 3 feasible reaction models that must be
evaluated: the presupposed forward model (eqn. 7), the reverse of this reaction (eqn. 8) and the
combination of both (eqn. 9, where an equilibrium occurs). The results from these evaluations are
tabulated in Table 1. The computational approach reveals that the reaction model containing solely
the forward reaction gives the minimum overall error and the best (lowest) AICC evaluation when
assessing the experimental data, indicating that this is the most likely reaction model. For the
backward reaction, the minimisation algorithm could not optimise a k value to give a better fit than
the initial guess of 1 x 10-3 M-1 s-1, indicating that the reaction model is in complete disagreement with
the experimental data. For the equilibrium model, the error can reach as low as the forward reaction
model alone as the optimiser assigns a negligible k value to the reverse reaction. Although this model
fits the data equally well, there is the added complexity of a second model term; as this term adds no
value in terms of lowering the SSE, it is an unfavourable addition in terms of an AICC evaluation which
prefers simplistic models, and is therefore considered a less appropriate model than the forward
reaction term alone. This combination of the correct reaction model and kinetic parameters allowed
a fit to the experimental data with an average residual of less than 3 x 10-3 M, which corresponds to
an average percentage residual error of less than 2 %.
Forward: A + B → C + D
Backward: C + D → A + B
Forward + Backward: A + B ⇌ C + D

(7)
(8)
(9)

Table 1: Evaluation of the feasibility of each reaction model described in Scheme 2. A lower AICc evaluation indicates a
more likely reaction model.

Reaction Model
Forward
Backward
Forward +
Backward

k Values / x 10-3 M-1 s-1
65 °C
75 °C
5.15 ± 0.20
10.45 ± 0.42
5.15 ± 0.20
10.45 ± 0.42
0
0

SSE /M

AICc Evaluation

0.019
0.532

-471
-206

0.019

-467

By only inputting the species involved in the reaction, then running two linear flow ramps with
the rapid automated computational approach described, the intuitive reaction model was confirmed
and the kinetic parameters were identified as: k75 °C = 10.45 x 10-3 ± 0.42 x 10-3 M-1 s-1, Ea = 69.3 ± 7.8
kJ mol-1. As the flow ramping relies on instantaneous changes in flow characteristics which are not
possible, this can lead to some initial non-ideal behaviour in the reactor, sometimes leading to small
deviations from the true kinetic curvature of the reaction. This can result in minor effects, observable
in some of the case studies herein reported, relating to non-normally distributed residuals which are
also reported by other groups.[19, 22] However, this effect was shown to have a negligible impact on the
ability to extract true kinetic information from these ramped experiments. The equivalent phenyl
acetate experiments were also performed using steady-state sampling methods for comparative
purposes, to ensure that a transient-flow regime remained accurate in model and parameter
determination. Results showed agreement in plotted curvature and confirmed the same reaction
model to be the most likely, whilst identifying comparable kinetic constants within the error range
calculated - see ESI (Section 1.2.5) for more details.
Following this, we investigated the reaction of 4-aminophenol with acetic anhydride forming
paracetamol, followed by the consecutive reaction to form diacetamate, as shown in Scheme 2. As
there is a large disparity between the reaction kinetics of step one and two, quantitative kinetic
analysis of both processes simultaneously, i.e. during a single ramp, was not possible. Therefore, two
sets of differing temperature ramps were performed to investigate independently the formation of
paracetamol and diacetamate, at 30/60 °C and 160/180 °C respectively. Each of these ramps were
conducted with differing reactor sizes and hence residence times, as well as starting concentrations
of acetic anhydride. The reactor volumes for the lower temperature reactions were 0.25 mL and 0.5
mL, whilst the higher temperature reactions were carried out in a 3.5 mL reactor. This was performed
to illustrate the capability of the approach to handle data from a variety of sources whilst still
accurately determining the kinetic properties of a process. The kinetic profiles for these experiments
are shown in Figure 6.

Scheme 2: The reaction of 4-aminophenol, 1, with acetic anhydride, 2, to form paracetamol, 3, in step one, followed by a
further reaction with acetic anhydride to form diacetamate, 4, in step two.

Figure 6: Kinetic profiles for four flow ramp experiments at 30 °C, 60 °C, 160 °C and 180 °C, where: ● = 4-aminophenol, ■ =
paracetamol, ▲ = diacetamate, — = 4-aminophenol (ODE), — = paracetamol (ODE), — = diacetamate (ODE). See ESI
(Section 1.3) for full experimental conditions and raw data.

63 potential models were identified from the 5 principal reactions possible by mass balance.
Of those 63 models, the reaction model shown in Scheme 2 was determined to be the most likely
representation of the system. The approach also determined the kinetic parameters of step one: k60 °C

= 6.45 ± 0.26 M-1 s-1, Ea = 3.2 ± 1.2 kJ mol-1 and step two: k180 °C = 4.27 x 10-2 ± 0.17 x 10-2 M-1 s-1, Ea =
97.9 ± 6.5 kJ mol-1. This allows us to assert that step one will likely be very fast at a wide range of
temperature ranges, and that step two has a higher sensitivity to changes in temperature. Using this
efficient methodology, we achieved effective sampling rates of more than one HPLC sample per
second, with reaction times of less than 10 seconds - this would be very difficult to replicate in a batch
system. Furthermore, calculations were performed using the kinetic parameters obtained for the
formation of diacetamate, showing that to reach the same conversion as shown in Figure 6 (180 °C
experiment) and hence gain the same process understanding, would take approximately 70 days in a
batch vessel at constant reflux.
The identified model alongside the determined kinetic parameters fits to the experimental
data very accurately, with an average residual of less than 1 x 10-4 M, corresponding to an average
percentage residual error of less than 0.5 %. It is also possible to view this reaction in terms of a more
complex model to obtain a better fit to the experimental data; a full data table in the ESI (Section
1.3.3) shows that some models describe the data more accurately. This is likely to only be true within
the bounds of the explored design space, as extrapolation using over-fitted (or under-fitted) models
will tend to lead to a loss of accuracy in the predicted values[23] - this is why model ranking incorporates
model simplicity as well as the fit to the data.
Finally, we assessed the methodology on one of the final reaction steps required in the
synthesis of the current pharmaceutical product, metoprolol, shown in Scheme 3. Metoprolol, 8, is a
cardioselective beta-blocker commonly used for the treatment of hypertension, for which kinetic
information would help in the process development stage of manufacture.[24] The reaction of interest
is shown in Scheme 3, depicted as the presumed reaction model with a consecutive reaction to form
the tertiary amine product, 9.

Scheme 3: The reaction of the starting material, 6, with isopropylamine, 7, to form metoprolol, 8, as well as the
consecutive reaction to form the bis-substituted product, 9.

Two sets of two-temperature flow ramps were run on parallelised flow reactor platforms, one
set in our lab in Leeds (190/210 °C) and one set at AstraZeneca’s lab in Macclesfield (130/150 °C). The
two reactor platforms differ in equipment specification and reactor volume, and the two experimental
sets differ in temperatures and starting concentrations. This parallelisation of experiments on
different systems was performed to further confirm the reproducibility of this flow ramp
methodology, as corroborating data can be achieved by an operator on separate reactor systems in
different locations. The experimental results were then combined and the computational approach
was applied. Full details of experimentation can be found in the ESI (Section 1.4).
The kinetic profiles from the flow ramp experiments are shown in Figure 7. The reaction
pathway, shown in Scheme 3, was determined to be the most likely out of 63 potential models, and
the kinetic parameters for the formation of metoprolol were determined to be: k190 °C = 9.95 x 10-3 ±
0.07 x 10-3 M-1 s-1, Ea = 60.8 ± 2.0 kJ mol-1 and for the formation of 9: k190 °C = 1.67 x 10-3 ± 0.40 x 10-3 M1 -1

s , Ea = 72.4 ± 1.9 kJ mol-1. This kinetic information provides an excellent fit to the experimental data,

with the average residual of less than 2 x 10-3 M, corresponding to an average percentage residual
error of less than 0.4 %.

Figure 7: Kinetic profiles for the flow ramp experiments at 130 °C, 150 °C, 190 °C and 210 °C, where: ● = starting material, ■
= metoprolol, ▲ = bis-substituted product, — = starting material (ODE), — = metoprolol (ODE), — = bis-substituted
product (ODE). See ESI (Section 1.4) for full experimental conditions and raw data.

This kinetic information can then be used to optimise this process between given limits for
temperature, chemical equivalents and reaction time. Using current pricing for the starting material
used in this work,[25] other standard industrial optimisation techniques would have been significantly
more expensive to implement. When comparing this kinetic approach to other optimisation methods,
steady-state kinetic measurements would have cost 24 % more in terms of material consumption, and
a screening and full factorial design of experiments (DoE) optimisation would have cost 106 % more see ESI (Section 1.4.5) for full details. Other optimisation strategies, such as MBDoE,[26] may also lead
to improvements in material consumption as singular experiments can be run in flow rather than full
reaction profiles, but this comparison was not within the scope of this study. As these optimisation
techniques may deliver different model formats (empirical or physical), the main assumption in these

comparisons is that the optimised experimental conditions are found regardless. Then of course
factoring in the cost of the time of the chemist running the experiments (which hereby would be
automated) and the time for interpretation of the data and kinetics (which the approach elucidates),
this results in a significant reduction in labour, time and overall cost, which also results in a more
comprehensive overview of the possible kinetic models at play.
4. Conclusion
We have shown in this work that when time-series data for a chemical process is available,
scalable process understanding can be achieved with minimal need for high-level chemical intuition
or human interference. When participating species are known or inferred, complete sets of kinetic
information can be obtained via construction of all possible reaction models and identification of their
respective kinetic parameters. This was undertaken by coupling an automated flow reactor platform
with a machine learning technique to deduce and evaluate each kinetic model, utilising optimisation
algorithms. After post-reaction statistical analysis indicates which models are the most likely to be
true based on the experimental data provided, which can be from batch or flow, this information can
be interpreted by a trained chemist to further differentiate reaction pathways based on what should
and should not be chemically possible.
This approach will be particularly powerful in situations where the reaction model is not
completely understood, for example when there are competing reaction pathways or in cases of
catalytic systems where mechanistic insight may be paramount. Further plans for experimental work
include expanding the scope of study to homogeneously/heterogeneously catalysed reactions and
systems with varying integer and non-integer species orders.
The approach can be computationally expensive depending on the number of possible
reaction models, as the number of mass-balance-allowed reactions relates exponentially to the
number of models to be evaluated. For example, a system with 5 mass-balance-allowed
transformations produces 31 models, whilst a system with 10 reactions relates to 1023 models that

must be evaluated. However, as the approach has been parallelised for efficiency, circumstances
relating to demanding numbers of model evaluations can be improved by substituting computer
hardware for further logical cores. All of the optimisations carried out by the approach on the work
described was evaluated in less than 5 minutes on a standard 4-core Intel i5-2310 processor.
This work is the first implementation of the approach on observed time-series data and has
been proven to efficiently interpret kinetic information using minimal amounts of material to generate
sufficient experimental data to enable accurate model determination. Using this methodology can
considerably outweigh the cost of further experimentation to discriminate speculated kinetic models
and can greatly reduce the time and cost barriers to full process understanding.
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Experimental
General Experimental Setup
All flow experiments, excluding two AstraZeneca experiments, were conducted using a tubular
reaction vessel built in-house, consisting of a 1/16” OD (1/32” ID) stainless steel tubing coiled around
a cylindrical aluminium heated block. Reagents were pumped using JASCO PU980 dual piston HPLC
pumps and flow streams were mixed using Swagelok SS-100-3 tee-pieces. Sampling was conducted by
using a VICI Valco EUDA-CI4W.5 sample loop with a 0.5 µL aliquot volume. The reaction system was
maintained under a fixed back pressure using an Upchurch Scientific 1000 psi back pressure regulator.

Quantitative analysis was performed using an Agilent 1100 series HPLC instrument fitted with a Sigma
Ascentis Express C18 reverse phase column (5 cm x 4.6 mm, 2.7 µm). This general setup is shown in
Figure 8. Full experimental setup details for the University of Leeds and AstraZeneca experiments can
be found in the ESI (Section 1).

Figure 8: A photograph of the general experimental setup as used at the University of Leeds.

General Reactor Setup
A tubular reactor of fixed volume is implemented in all experimentation, where the specific
volume is changed based on the case study of interest. The desired reservoir solutions of A and B are
prepared by dissolving the desired reagents in a particular solvent under stirring at ambient
conditions. In all experiments biphenyl was added to one reservoir as an internal standard. Specific
details for each experiment can be found in the ESI.

Figure 9: A generalised schematic of the reactor setup for the case studies reported.

Linear gradient flow ramps allow the generation of complete reaction profiles from a single
transient experiment. To obtain transient data, each of the two pumps were initially set at the
maximum flow rate to be investigated. Steady state is initially established and the flow rate for each
pump decreased at a constant rate for a fixed time. Samples of reactor effluent are injected for HPLC
analysis at regular intervals, thus achieving a large data density. Specific experimental flow regimes
can be found in the ESI, as well as all experimental data.
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